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NHS. Although only 5-10 per cent of patients referred to a
department of geriatric medicine ever require long-stay care,
when they do it probably costs more for each patient than a
heart transplant. If a person qualifies for care in a local authority
residential home he will be financially assessed and will pay
according to his means. A patient cared for long term in a
geriatric hospital pays nothing, even if he is a millionaire. Dr
Grawber thinks that those who can should pay something for
their keep in a long-stay hospital. The problem is when to start
expecting a contribution: perhaps financial assessment should
start after six months in hospital.

Cost-consciousness is just arriving in Dr Grawber's wards:
the district management team is erecting noticeboards in the
wards indicating the expense of investigations, simple
procedures, and items of equipment. Often overinvestigation is a
psychological prop for the doctor, and Dr Grawber thinks
particularly that all doctors should understand that there
comes a time for accepting that some patients are dying. Once
this point is recognised wasteful investigations should be stopped
and comfort and relief of pain should become the priorities.
When applied to prescribing for the elderly, cost consciousness

might not only save money but also reduce the problems of the
old people. Many old people are prescribed inappropriate
drugs for what are just the normal processes of aging because
they demand it and because the doctor may have nothing else
to offer. Sometimes this overprescribing does no harm other
than increasing the nation's drug bill but often the drugs can
do direct harm to the patient. When I asked Dr Grawber what
plans he had for combating this problem, he answered rather
half-heartedly, "Well, education I suppose." He sounded
unconvinced by the immediate benefits of education. I asked
him what he thought of a limited-prescribing policy, whereby
doctors could prescribe only from an approved list of drugs.
He replied, "We have had for years a policy that allows the

pharmacist to substitute cheaper generic equivalents when
proprietary drugs are ordered, but still the hospitals drug
costs go up and up." He thought that it would not cause him
too much distress if he had to prescribe from a limited list of
approved drugs, but that others would object on grounds of
clinical freedom. Limited-list prescribing would not, however,
deal with the problem of overprescribing in the elderly.

Doctors controlling the purse-strings

Dr Grawber agrees up to a point with the Royal Commission
on the NHS when they say, "Those held responsible for
expenditure were often not in a position to control it"2; but he
is also convinced that final decisions on the allocation of funds
must rest with lay authorities. The emphasis placed in recent
years on the problems of the aged is entirely appropriate, but
he is worried that if doctors had more say in the allocation of
funds they might not agree. He remembers the horror expressed
by his colleagues when several years ago, in line with Sir Keith
Joseph's recommendations, his region decided to build a new
geriatric unit. His colleagues thought that the money
could be much better spent, and yet nobody questions now
the benefits the hospital has produced for the local community.
Dr Grawber has experienced some of the effects of financial

stringency, but he is relatively content with the service he is
able to offer the community. He concluded by saying, "I have a
fair share of too small a cake."
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Accident and Emergency Servzices

Design of departments
BY A SPECIAL CORRESPONDENT

British MedicalJournal, 1979, 2, 1204-1207

As I walked into the accident and emergency department of a
large teaching hospital an unconscious man with an oxygen
mask was being wheeled through the single reception area and a
nurse was dashing across with a bedpan, while rows of waiting
people surveyed the hectic activity. Mercifully such antiquated
departments are gradually disappearing.

In a survey carried out in 1958-9 nearly all the departments in
the 20 main hospitals visited had a low standard of both accom-
modation and equipment, even the newer ones being badly
planned.' Casualty departments tended to have a low priority in
the allocation of resources. Ten years later four of the five
departments seen during a small study were old and inadequate,
while the single newone providedbarelyadequate accommodation
with no flexibility for expansion. Recommendations on the
design of accident and emergency departments were published
by the Ministry of Health in 1964.3 Since 1967 in the region
of 100 new departments have been built in England.

Of the 13 hospitals providing full accident (and usually
emergency) services that I visited, all but four had modem
accommodation for these services, and one of the four moved to
a new building during my study. Two of the old places were
certainly poor in their accommodation; but the other two, though
visually somewhat discouraging, were compact and well planned
with a high standard of facilities. Indeed, not all the newer
departments were so well planned. Twenty years ago the Nuffield
Provincial Hospitals Trust deplored the "lack of attention to
functional requirements"; but, depressingly, for one department
that has moved into a new building the spacious and in many
ways excellent accommodation makes the work more difficult in
some respects.

Clearly the accident and emergency department must be
planned and equipped to deal efficiently with urgent cases at
any time. This principle, however, does not seem to be invariably
applied: a resuscitation room, for instance, even in a modern
department may be designed for only two trolleys, and may
serve also as the recovery room. Planning also needs to allow for
the presence of a large number of patients, and it must be
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appropriate for the particular policies of the department and the
hospital. More specifically, the main requirements are good
organisation, ease of access and of supervision, good flow lines,
good communications, privacy, and flexibility.

Planning and policy

Planning is tied up with philosophies and policies about what
the accident and emergency department is meant to be doing-
but these are not always made explicit from the beginning. The
department needs to be planned in the light of both its physical
and its functional relation to the hospital: the more separated
the department obviously the more self-contained its facilities
must be, but any department that cannot rely on speedy transfer
of urgent cases to other hospital facilities also needs to be self-
contained.
The question of operating theatres illustrates some of the

policy issues. Do the accident and emergency staff in a given
hospital perform major operations or minor ones only? If the
latter, the two "major treatment rooms" recommended in the
DHSS's more recent plans may seem enough-provided that
they are not whittled down, as may happen, to something little
better than cubicles. On the other hand, if the hospital's main
theatres are some distance away, or seldom free for emergencies,
the department's own theatres (often with other staff doing the
operating) may be indispensable. In one large department I saw,
however, one of the two theatres was used perhaps four times a
month-and was then life saving-but the other was not needed
at all. Major theatres are not in any case appropriate in the
accident and emergency department, where they cannot usually
be sufficiently "protected" for proper operating conditions. The
best compromise seems to be to provide two small theatres such
as figured in the DHSS's earlier plans.

Again, the hospital may want to have theatres in the accident
and emergency department to enlarge the "cold" operating
facilities or to provide for non-traumatic day surgery. This may
be dangerous, however, as the department may then end up
without its own theatre; and one casualty surgeon I met who did
emergency operations had managed to stop this practice.

Policies about sepsis will also affect planning; indeed, the
accident and emergency department is sometimes regarded as a
"septic filter" to protect the rest of the hospital. Some consider
that aseptic conditions cannot be achieved in casualty depart-
ments and that aiming simply at good hygienic standards is more
realistic. "But that way," said one casualty consultant, "you end
up with a pigsty." Even though frank sepsis has been greatly
reduced by antibiotics, he was worried by the infections that may
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be picked up by patients with serious injuries during their brief
sojourn in the accident and emergency department, deploring
that the layout of departments no longer encouraged separation
of "dirty" cases, "under six-hour" injuries, and the rest.4 Most
of the departments I saw did, however, have separate "clean"
and "dirty" theatres and other facilities, though Rutherford
et al consider that infected cases can simply be relegated to the
end of an operating list.5
The planning will also be influenced by the department's

relation to the orthopaedic department, fewer facilities being
needed if a separate fracture or trauma clinic deals with
immediate as well as later management. Similarly, if "rung-in"
emergency patients are admitted directly to the wards by general
practitioners the accident and emergency department will need
fewer cubicles than otherwise.5

Specific requirements

ORGANISATION

"It's like doing medicine in the street," said one casualty
consultant of the layout of his own department; it did not suffi-
ciently protect the clinical areas, he said, from the frequent
chaos surrounding the reception of emergency cases. The
layout can indeed impose the rudiments of organisation on a
department, by adequately separating-but not complicating-
the different stages of a patient's progress through it and the
different types of activity. Space combined with compactness
helps too-"We're not on top of each other," said a nursing
officer, "but no one is far from anyone else."

Segregating walking and stretcher cases greatly helps
organisation, and all but one of the places I visited had a separate
stretcher entrance. Some departments separated accident from
non-traumatic emergency cases from the start; this, said one
consultant, was helpful because of the usually different time
scales as well as the different staff attending them in some
hospitals. But at his new hospital they were less effectively
segregated than in the old department.
Good communications are clearly central to organisation.

Apart from well-placed and well-staffed reception desks some
kind of control centre is important. A nursing station, with a
wide view of the department, provides a base from which
nurses can sort priorities, see what is going on, and communicate
with the rest of the department and elsewhere (though in the
later DHSS "Harness" plans it is not well sited for its functions).
Sometimes, however, a communications centre is manned by
administrative staff.

"Comprehensive" cubicle for ambulant patients at Kent and Canterbury Hospital; cubicles open off both sides of the corridor.
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EASE OF ACCESS

Old departments often have too little space outside their
"major" entrance, especially if several ambulances arrive simul-
taneously; even at one new department the space was thought
to be meagre. Inside the department trolleys and wheelchairs
must obviously have easy access to all parts, and this seemed to
be no problem in the modem buildings. But some facilities are

not always near enough for the well-being of patients being
wheeled on trolleys and the convenience of staff.

This applies particularly to x-ray units. Some accident and
emergency departments share a unit with the orthopaedic
department, or the main hospital unit is close by; and they thus
enjoy better facilities than if they had their own small unit. But,
apart from the likely delays caused by sharing facilities, even if
the x-ray unit is alongside the department the location is often
less than ideal. "It's not far for a hiker," said one consultant,
"but a long way on a trolley." One department has its own unit
on the floor above the main area and finds this a problem. This
department also has its theatres in an inaccessible position,
tucked away at the end, and a recovery room that is badly placed
in relation to the theatres.

EASE OF SUPERVISION

An influx of patients with different and perhaps unpredictable
needs, at a time when staff may be few, calls for a layout to make
supervision easy. The one department with a combined "walk-
ing" and stretcher entrance actually found this an advantage for
supervision; but a reception centre and perhaps sister's office
strategically placed between the two is a better solution. In the
waiting area nursing staff should be able to spot without delay
any patient in need of attention. A separate and more fully
supervised children's waiting area is advocated-but seldom
provided-since children are liable to deteriorate unexpectedly:
"Our responsibilities," say Rutherford et al, "are not discharged
merely by the provision of a few battered toys or the occasional
picture on a wall."5 The solid cubicles provided for ambulant
patients in many modern departments are difficult to supervise;
while a hollow rectangle type of layout is more economical of
staff than are rooms opening off long corridors. In one spacious
and well-appointed department whose chief drawback was that
it was hard to supervise, the Tannoy system had to be used
sometimes to locate "missing" patients.
Most departments have a room for drunk, disturbed, or

infested patients (sometimes they are all three) hidden away in
a remote corner. But these people may be greatly in need of
supervision, and I was shown one such room right at the centre
of a department. Sound proofing is better than segregation to
reduce the disturbance.5

FLOW

Good flow lines in the layout help organisation and prevent
bottlenecks. They were better in two of the old buildings than in
two of the new ones. The ideal is an orderly progression of
patients from registration to examination, investigations, and
treatment, with adequate space for waiting, including "sub-
waiting" areas at points along the line. (The more recent plans
from the DHSS provide meagre waiting areas on the grounds
that cubicles are provided in which patients will await the
doctor; but they underestimate the numbers of patients.) A
square or rectangular layout aids flow.
The two different systems for dealing with ambulant patients
"patient to doctor" (the "cafeteria" approach) and "doctor to

patient"-are relevant to the flow of the department. Both have

their advantages,5 and some of the DHSS's plans have been
compatible with either system. The doctor-to-patient system,
however, requires a considerable number of "comprehensive
cubicles," and if these are arranged along a corridor they are

hard to supervise (fig). In the patient-to-doctor arrangement, in
addition to consulting rooms an open treatment area can be used
for those who do not need extensive examination, and in general
a good flow is easier to achieve.

PRIVACY

In one old department with curtained cubicles a doctor
shouting his questions to a deaf patient could be heard through-
out the clinical area. An amplification device would help the deaf,
but anyone could be humiliated by such lack of privacy. Unfortu-
nately the more solid the cubicles the more difficult they are to
supervise, and the cubicles for stretcher patients at least
normally have curtained fronts. In several departments less-than-
solid cubicles with sound-attenuating ceilings were said to give
good privacy, and the day casualty unit of a small hospital had
among its excellent facilities an open treatment room with such
sound attenuation.

Privacy must also be provided for distressed relatives, and
most departments have what has been called a "weeping room,"
or at least a general interview room. What is not so usual, but
no less essential, is a telephone in this room so that relatives can
make free calls in privacy. At one department this was going to
be provided by the Friends of the Hospital, who had already
raised money for a carpet for the room.

FLEXIBILITY

Flexibility must be the keynote of design, points out the
Casualty Surgeons Association, the problem being "to plan for
what is in a sense the unplannable."6 Some new departments,
however, are said to be hampered by being based on "inelastic
modules."7 Even standard designs should allow scope for
individual departments to make their own variations, but this
has not always been permitted. The possibility of unusual case
loads or major accidents also calls for a flexible use of space
within the department with plenty of multipurpose areas.8 For
example, a plaster room can become an extension of the resusci-
tation room if it is next door.
A department's facilities may need to develop over the years,

because of either an increase in cases or a change in their
nature. One well-planned unit I visited, opened in 1967, had
not been designed for the large amount of day surgery now done
there; nor had so many medical emergencies, including patients
with overdoses needing gastric lavage, been envisaged. Facilities
for chemical (or radioactive) decontamination are becoming
increasingly important, and at one hospital I saw an area that
could serve either for decontamination or for receiving casualties
from major accidents. In future new types of facilities, such as
biochemical monitoring and information retrieval, may also
need to be incorporated; and light-weight partitioning rather
than solid walls has been recommended to give some structural
flexibility.

Participation in planning
Two casualty consultants commented that their modem

departments had been designed by people who cannot have
known what accident and emergency work was like. Weaknesses
in design in present departments are by no means all due to
antique accommodation or even parsimony in redevelopment;
one of the least efficient layouts was in one of the most lavish new
buildings. Full consultation with the future users is an accepted
principle,7 and the consultant who showed me round with
perhaps the greatest enthusiasm had indeed been closely con-
cerned with the planning of his new department. Depressingly,
however, one expensive department I saw had been planned
without any reference to the consultant in charge.
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I am deeply grateful to all the people in accident and emergency
departments and elsewhere who have been so generous with their
help.
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MATERIA NON MEDICA

Grand Canyon

It is impossible to deny the grandeur of the Canyon, or the drama of
our first sight of it. Leaving chipmunks, motor cars, and luxuries
behind, we start down the North Kaibab Trail from the North Rim
(altitude around 7000 feet) in the intense heat of an Arizona afternoon,
looking down on the tops of the mountains that rise about 2000 feet
from their bases within the Canyon. Warnings state that overexertion
near the Canyon rim can contribute to heart attacks. On seeing the
faces of the sufferers passing us and going on up the trail, the warning
seems less surprising.

Views forever change as we descend the well-trodden and sometimes
dangerous trail, at many spots blasted out of the various rock strata.
Evening creeps on and only a careful eye will spot the mule deer
quietly grazing near the Bright Angel Creek. Before the sun goes down
we bathe in the cool rapid waters of the clear creek, then make
Cottonwood Camp-just before dusk. A certain bond exists between
those who camp at Cottonwood, shared by the small rodents and
squirrels who become audibly active as soon as darkness prevails;
the squirrels eat through packs in the search for easy food. There is
little to do after dark except study the stars and the occasional
satellite, before stretching out in sleeping bags in the cool night air.
And there is little rest as animals scurry around you, scraping at your
pack and touching your hair as they pass. And the smell of the skunk,
lurking somewhere.
Come morning we start on the seven miles to the bottom. The

territory continues to display its immense variability and we make a
detour to witness the splendour of Ribbon Falls-our first glimpse of
the great Colorado River. Despite the temperature of around 100' in
October, the water is ice cold. A mule train passes over the suspension
bridge from the South Rim. The cables of the bridge, each weighing
over a ton, were carried down a yard at a time earlier in the century,
many decades after the first expedition down the Colorado River by
Major John Wesley Powell, a one-armed veteran of the Civil War,
in 1869.

After another night at Cottonwood we make an early start on the
ascent. The worst starts at Roaring Springs but now we feel like
heroes as we pass those on the downward trial. The heat comes up
with the sun. The sweat pours, the agony of work is keen, but there
is the triumph of passing over the North Rim to our van, where,
surprisingly, the Coors is still cold in our ice-pack.-I N SCOBIE
(registrar, Glasgow).

Euganean Auntie

In 1972 we found ourselves living on the slope of Monte Madonna in
the Euganean hills of northern Italy surrounded by vineyards. The
Euganeans are small energetic people, often blue eyed and fair. Their
work was arduous on the smallholdings of vines and olives grown on
land cleared from the woods. The families are closely knit, inter-
married, and superstition is everywhere.
Our farmhouse was small and solid, squatting on a southern slope

with its back to the cold winter winds, the walls of stones, boulders,
and earth. It was old and one room had chains across the floor to keep
the walls from bulging outwards further. We were considered quite
mad-the only foreigners-and, more eccentric, we pulled out the
vines around the house to make a garden.

Perched well above us was a long low house surrounded by terraced
rows of vines. I bought my eggs from this farm, and as we became
part of the scenery to this family, so we became friends. Auntie looked
after the hens. Her face was round with folds of flesh and deep lines
merging together to join her short neck. She had white hair and

piercing blue eyes. Her family thought she was in her late 70s. From
her chair on the porch she looked directly down to our house. Early
on, before we were living in our house but had our belongings there
we were assured that nothing could go wrong because Auntie was
keeping watch. Later, when I went up the hill for my eggs, Auntie
greeted me with great delight, full of questions. Yes, she'd seen one
of our daughters arrive and was that her own car? We'd had friends
to lunch. I had been gardening early last Friday, and "il professore"
had pruned the old grapes. We'd forgotten to turn the outside light
off last Sunday night-didn't I realise electricity cost a "sacco de
soldi" (a bag of money). The family said we were more interesting
than television for her.
We planted a new vineyard and a small orchard. Auntie approved

of both. One sunny morning I walked up the road past the little
shrine with a Madonna in blue behind the glass. The path to Auntie's
house twisted up through chestnuts and olives. Chickens pecked among
wild flowers, the geraniums in their flowerpots, scarlet and magenta,
were by the house. All was familiar and expected. The chair was on
the porch but it was empty. The overflowing figure with the welcom-
ing smile and alert eyes was not there. Auntie had not awakened that
morning.-LUCILLE ASHDOWN (Warwick East, Bermuda).

The pelicans of Perth

That arid area of South Australia euphemistically called Lake Eyre
was in fact filled with water three years ago. This followed freakish
heavy rains and provided extraordinarily propitious conditions in
which animals, birds, and flowers could reproduce. The lake fairly
quickly reverted to its normal condition, leaving, among others,
thousands of fledgling pelicans hatched in this time of plenty to
forage further afield for food. The voracious appetite of these large
birds forced them to scatter to waterways along the 2500 miles of the
south coast of Australia. Many migrated here to the west and settled
on the Swan River in the centre of Perth. For the past couple of
years therefore those of us who dwell near the river have been able
to watch first hand the timeless activities of these bulky but graceful
birds.
We live eight stories up on a tongue of land jutting out into the

river, and since the pelicans' arrival have been able to watch from
any of our windows their magnificent soaring and wheeling, which
they sustain by an occasional lazy wing flapping. Ungainly on land
and rather ponderous on water, pelicans come into their own in the
air. An undignified degree of frantic wing flapping and 20 yards of
seeming to walk on water are needed to launch them. But once
airborne the strong, measured action of their two-yard wing span
allows an unswerving and resolute flight. When sufficient height is
gained this relentlessness fades, and relying on thermal currents the
pelicans sustain a weaving pattern of gliding, circling, and planing,
all carried out with infinite grace. Their paths interlace, they lose
height, turn, and are carried up again in complex patterns of boundless
and inexhaustable beauty. From our balcony we watch all this against
a backdrop of the Perth city skyline.
They often descend to fly past the windows at eye level and

occasionally we actually look down on their black and white plumage
as they glide across our peninsula to go and feed by the score within
sight and sound of the city traffic. Then they are off again with
necks arched and long beaks extended to give us more matchless
aerobatics.

Perth is a beautiful city, clean and sunny, but it has no more
fascinating or charming feature than its pelicans.-j H LEAVESLEY
(general practitioner, Perth, Western Australia).
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